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Robb: Meaning and Modern Opera

John Donald Robb

"MEANING" AND MODERN OPERAa science as well as an art. Both as an art and
as a science it is essentially abstract. Energy and time
. are the raw materials of music. Music begins with the
musical tone, which is energy in the form of sound waves organized scientifically or instinctively in accordanc~ with certain
norms of pitch, intensity, duration, and timbre. Musical tone
cannot be claimed as a creation of man, for nature and the birds
and beasts have created some musical tones. And nature has provided it with a mathematical basis. But man has taken musical
tone and with it created music. Although music\is both science
and art, it existed long before the scientific method.
Any single musical tone is a form of energy capable of creating
a sensation in the listener. It may evoke a wide range of psychological or emotional reactions. The same tone articulated in the
middle range of the human voice will, for instance, produce a
very different impression from that received when it is sounded
at a very high or low pitch beyond the range of the human voice.
In the former case the impression is unexciting. In the latter it
may become awe-inspiring. Similarly, alterafions of the timbre of
the same tone will create different psychological impressions.
\Vhen that tone is followed by a second and different tone, a
new element, time, is introduced and! we have the rudiments of
melody before us. The most primitive-melodies were puilt upon
two tones strung together in sequence, and any student of primitive music familiar with these melodies will testify to their stark,
barbaric power. The grouping of tones together into clusters
known as figures, the grouping of these figures into phrases and
the phrases into periods and the periods into rounded musical
forms, and these, in turn, into complete compositions, have
through many centuries added to the powers of music to commu-
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nicate emotion in more and more elaborate and differentiated
combinations. Starting from simple beginnings, music has become a complex, expressive, emotional language. It is already
capable of evoking an extremely large range of moods. And the
point is that it is still developing.
The Greeks wrote at length of the Ethos or emotional qualities
of the various Greek modes or scales (there were seven of them).
"What, then, are the dirge-like harmonies? Tell me. for you are a
musician." "The Mixolydian," he said. "and the intense Lydian, and
others similar to them." "These, then," said I, "we must do away with.
For they are useless even to women who are to make the best of themselves, let alone to men." "Assuredly." "But again, drunkenness is a
thing most unbefitting guardians, and so is softness and sloth." "Yes."
"What, then, are the soft convivial harmonies?" "There ate certain
Ionian and also Lydian ones that are called relaxed." "Will you make
any use of them for warriors?" "None at all," he said; "but it would
seem that you have left the Dorian and the Phrygian." "I don't know
the harmonies," I said, "but leave us that harmony that would fittingly imitate the utterances and accents of a brave man who is engaged in
warfare or in any enforced business, and who, when he has failed,
either meeting wounds or death or having fallen into some other mishap, in all these conditions confronts fortune with steadfast endurance
and repels her strokes."l
'
In our day, to take merely one familiar example, emotional
connotations have been attached to the major and minor scales,
most people recognizing the major scale as more cheerful in nature and the minor as expressive of sadness.
Despite the fact that each advance in expressiveness is accompanied by its own technical and intellectual ideology, the emotionallanguage of music cannot be seized with intellectual tools
alone. Like love or any other great emotion, it cannot merelY be
learned. It is not a thing to be proved. It must be felt. A man is
sensitive or insensitive to music. He may become more sensitive
1 From the Republic of Plato, quoted in Source Readings in Mwic History, ed.
Strunk (:'-Jew York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1950) • p. 4.
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by listening with an open heart. He who has no sensitivity to the
language of music is to that extent emotionally impoverished. No
man who would be a whole man should be less ashamed of in/
sensitiveness than of ignorance.

,

;

~

ago an important philosophical book was published. It escaped wide notice possibly because Chandler Heniiitt,
the author, was not a philosopher by profession. In'this book,
Meaning and the Western Way; Bennitt formulates a very old
problem in sharp and crisp terms. He sets forth the proposition
that reality has two components: actuality and meaning. Meaning is 'not a mere attribute but an independent concept. The
word "meaning," though a noun, has customarily been used in
an adjectival sense. We have been accustomed to refer to the
meaning of a remark, of a movement in human affairs, or of a
play, thus treating meaning as merely a property of something
else. But to Bennitt, meaning is an element of reality itself and
fully as important as the complementary element which he terms
actuality. And reality is the fusion in stable equilibrium of actualityand meaning. In a groping sort of way humanity has for centuries made this distinction, as we do every time that we speak of
body and soul. Bennitt explored it exhaustively as a clear-cut intellectual distinction.
The way had been prepared by the scientific discoveries of
Freud, Jung, and others who focused atte~tion on'the subconscious mind. The distinction between the conscious and the subcons'cious, emphasized as a medical discovery, coincides with Bennitt's categories. The subconscious mind is the domain of meaning; the conscious mind, that of actuality. There is, furthermore,
a correlation between the concepts of actuality and meaning on
the one hand and reason and emotion ot\. the other.
Science has explored the domain ,of ~ actual far beyond the
reach of human sight. It has measured the macrocosm and the
microcosm through astronomy and atomic physics. Since these
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remote extensions are invisible to the human eye, this has been
possible only by the aid of machinery such as the telescope and
electronic instruments. These discoveries have necessitated new
theories, new abstract thinking, such as the theory of relativity
and the quantum theory which are comprehensible only to those
who have had special scientific training or those who have undergone the severe mental discipline required for their understanding. To the average man they are incomprehensible-abstractions
of actuality. A similar exploration has been going on into the domain of meaning and in this search the arts have made their contribution. It is not surprising that this search too has necessitated
a new sensitivity and a new kind of emotional response which are
to the average man equally incomprehensible-abstrattions of
~ meaning.
Only as a man reconciles in his experience the two concepts by
comprehending and feeling the meaning of actuality and the ac~
tuality of meaning does either acquire reality for him. If the
realm of thinking is the realm of actuality and the realm of feeling is the realm of meaning, then the realm of experience (in
which t~o are combined) is the realm of reality. From these
elements man manufactures reality. If there is such a thing as
l\feaning with a capital l\f, as Bennitt maintains, it is obviously
not usually to be found unmixed with Actuality, to employ his
correlative term. any more than pure chemical elements are to be
found in nature. It must be isolated, so to speak, in a test tube.
Meaning. however. does predominate in the dream state; whereas
actuality dominates the waking state. The language of dreams is
the symbol.
Meaning. as Bennitt defines it. is ~ mysterious thing. It seems
to be the vital juice. the source of all energy and ambition. It does
not obey the laws of logic. It is present when there is no apparent
reason. It is absent when there is every apparent reason for its
presence. It can motivate the noblest as well as the basest actions.
\Vithout it we become human vegetables or find ourselves the
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victims of nerves or dementia praecox. It is obviously important
to mankind. It can be a malevolent force or a seemingly divine
inspiration. In religion, philosophy, literature, and the arts, mankind has found a means of coming in contact with meaning as an
ennobling power capable of inspiring man to his best and most
disinterested achievements.

A

of music represent almost pure meaning.
Intrinsically, however, the power to express specific ideas is lacking. Here lve must take account of certain e~traI!lusical factors.
Music has not developed in a laboratory but in the midst of life.
Music is a social art. Man recognizes meaning in music and attempts to harness its power to the institutions of social life. He
makes it the motive power of the dance. He makes it an adjunct of
his love-making, of his religion, of his warfare. And here music
ceases to be a vehicle of pure -meaning but begins to acquire not
merely the power of evoking emotional states but the power to
expr.ess specific ideas, first by reason of its marriage with words
and second by the process of association of ideas. Musicians have
a word for this sort of music. They call it "program music" as
opposed to "absolute music," the latter1?eing, theoretically at
least, music uninfluenced by extramusical ideas-.
I do not have the space to discuss the twenty-five hundred years
during which music has been accumulating these powers. There
is, however, little doubt that the nineteenth century marked the
climax of specific expressiveness in music. In that century all the
accumulated resources of music were appJ!ied to create musical
counterparts of the individualistic literary realism which marked
that century. This was no doubt appropria~e to a period in which
the individual, in the western world at least, reached the highest
point of liberty and independence in modern times.
This expressiveness in music resulted to a large extent from
the use of musical devices which conveyed specific ideas only by
repetition. For instance, the horn or trumpet call Came to. sug-
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gest hunting and warfare, not primarily because of any direct and
intrinsic relationship but chiefly by the roundabout process of
association of ideas. RePetitive use of such a device makes it a
cliche, and cliches are not felt as a true expression of meaning. A
reaction, therefore, became inevitable. Composers returned to
the quest for new ways to find meaning. This led to the search for
new techniques of expression.
Although musical realism (which we may characterize as a
fusion of meaning and actuality) did not reach its culminating
point until the closing decade of the century, the reaction toward
meaning had set in some fifty years earlier. I shall therefore submit to chronology and refer to th~ beginnings of that reaction
before I mention the culminating point of musical realism.
I think that it is not an oversimplification to say that dramatic
music during the last hundred years (and I speak of a parallel
movement of music and text) has been passing from emphasis on
actuality to emphasis on meaning. It has been passing away from
the cool, intellectual classicism, through the phases of romanticism and symbolism until eventually its attack on meaning
reaches an extreme of expression in a phase in which credibility
and reasonableness go by the board. The older concept of meaning as an attribute of something actual is first blurred, then symbolized, and at last spiritually abandoned when the words attempt
to follow the music into the world of pure meaning.
I shall attempt to interpret some of the seemingly.incomprehensible recent developments in the arts in terms of the search
for-meaning. I hav~ chosen the contemporary movement in oPera
to illustrate my thesis. I think that I can trace these very stages in
the operatic history of the past century. Let me mention a few
developments which to my mind bear out this proposition
and throw light on the nature and purpose of this swing of the
pendulum.
Into the realistic world comes the challenge..Qf _Richard Wagner. He descends into the realm of the legendary and the dream-
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like. His music becomes a mosaic of symbols, known technically
as leitmotiv. One who knows his \Vagner can trace the development of the story merely by listening to the appearance and
changing combinations' of these musical IQotives, without seeing
the stage action or hearing the words. Tristan and Isolde each
have a motive. \Vhen these two blend in counterpoint, we have a
symbolic portrait: of their love. But they are not merely a man and
woman whdse love sweeps aside all restraint. Their love 'is awakened by the love potion which they unwittingly drink, and the
love potion symbolizes the removal of inhibitions which occurs
in the dream state.2
The last phase of the realistic movement in opera, known as
Italian Verism (or naturalism) is the antithesis of symbolism.
The characters of Pagliacci, for instance, are not the remote, symbolic figures of Wagner who move against a tapestry of endless
melody, woven of threads 9f themes, endlessly modulating from
key to key. They are plain men and women of their day (as a matter of fact, Leoncavallo wrote the libretto ~n the basis of the report of a murder trial in Sicily) and the music follows the clear
and rational patterns of the eighteenth and early nineteenthcenturies with some liberties and a good deal of rich musical coloring.
There is no love potion here. There is real sin and vengeance and
murder and the pathos of uncontrollable jealousy.
'There is a principle or law of physics that every action begets
an opposite art'd equal reaction. But every large action or reaction
is composed of a host of component actions and reactions. If you
have ever seen a photographic reproducti6n of a musical sound
track (there are some in Sir James Jeans's book Science and
Music), you will see visually that this is true. A man on_ one end
of a teeter-totter and a child on the other cannot balance if they
sit at equal distances from the fulcrum, or balancing point.

-'

complete scores and recordings of the o~ras referred to in this essay are all
published and commercially available except The Trial of Lucullus, of which both
the score and a complete recording ,exist but h.'ave not been published.

2 The

~--
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If we apply this analogy to musical history ~ it may help to explain why the French composer Debussy, though in revolt against
the symbolism of Wagnerian leitmotiv, chose the symbolist drama Pelleas and Melisande of Maeterlinck for the libretto of his
only opera (which he called a lyrical drama) , or why in setting a
symbolist play to music, he chose an impressionistic rather than
a symbolist technique of composition. Although Debussy was acquainted with symbolism and with the symbolist poet, Mallarme,
his musk is actually not primarily symbolic. It is rather influenced by the impressionist painters. He used symbolic texts
but his technique and his effects are impressionistic.
In Pelleas and Melisande he was content to let the symbolism
reside in the words and confined his music to the domain of atmosphere. Shimmering light and deep shadows of the music almost usurp the field of stage lighting. In Pelleas and Melisande
we have symbolism on the stage and impressionism in the orchestra. No more than in Wagnerian music drama are the people on
the stage actual people. Not only they,. but what they do, yes, even
the stage properties are symbols, and when the wedding ring of
Melisande falls into the spring and sinks through the water, its
descent symbolizes the death of Melisande's love for Golaud. Perhaps we can grant that Debussy has occasionally used the atmosphere, which he made the province of his orchestra, symbolically,
in that its phases of light and shadow, clarity and mistiness, are
themselves symbolic. But this is a far cry from the specific symbolic significance of the leitmotiv. Debussy created in music a
dream world in which the symbols would be at home. He did this
by repudiating clear, dynamic rhythms in favor of a drifting
dreamlike rhythmic movement, by eliminating the logic of su5.ct
form; by the use of the ambiguous whole tone scale in which every
interval is equal to every other in the relationship of a maj~r second; by abandoning the logical and traditional resolutions of
chords in favor of parallel chord progressions, thus blurring the
feeling of key or tonality; by restatement of the same melody in
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several different scale~ or mod~s, ~ajor.and minOr,\WhOle ,tone,
and modal. thus blurnng the outlInes of melody.
.
The flight from the real world continued and the nfluence of
the dream reasserted itself in another impressionistic opera by
Debussy's coptemporary, Maurice RaveL I refer toRavel's opera
L'Enfant et les Sortileges. The story has to do with a bad lit-tle..
boy who in an outburst of perversity refuses to do his lessons,
tears to pieces his book of fairy stories, breaks up the furniture of
the parlor, gashes the unoffending trees of the garden with a
hatchet, and abuses the household animals. Suddenly the atmosphere becomes that of a bad dream. The gods of the household
and garden revenge themselves. The boy's first love, the princess
of the fairy story, appears only to say a last, sad goodbye. The furniture and the persecuted cats come to life and menace the little
-boy. They drive him into the garden, irised by moonlight and the
song of the nightingales, where the wounded trees and the martyred squirrels and insects come to accuse their now thoroughly
frightened torturer. But he has onte taken pity on a wounded
squirrel who now comes to his rescue, and when the child's anguished cry of "Mama" pierces the heart of the inhuman night,
the beasts are filled with awe, take pity on the little boy and restore him to his mother.
The distinguished French critic Roland Manuel comments
that Ravel, who had never cured himself of his infancy, here relaxes and delivers himself up to the pleasures of a world relieved
of the weight of human affairs on a stage where the scale of sentimental values as well as the laws of linear ~rspectiveare reversed
-where teapots have the stature of a man and squirrels speak of
redemption.
_But the impressionism of Debussy and Ravel created its own
re~ction. A~er all, impressionism as its name implies is a manner
of recording impressions received from the outer world. Its successor, expressionism, which in music likewise took its ideology
froJ! painting, aimed to create music from something within a
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man, and specifically from the realm of the subconscious. The
term expressionism has been objected to by some but nevertheless seems to have become the accepted label. It is almost certainly
no mere coincidence that expressionism was born in Vienna
where Sigmund Freud deVeloped his theory of the subconscious
as an explanation of the mental and emotional aberrations of
mankind. Thus, if we are to seek a musical counterpart of surrealism with its melted watches and nonrational images, we
should, I think, seek it in the music of the expressionists and in
particular in the works of Arnold Schoenberg and his pupil Alban
Berg. Certainly those who .point to the supposed objectivity of
"modem" music would admit that Arnold Schoenberg was a
modernist. Yet Schoenberg has emphatically proclaimed himself
a romantic.
There is an interesting parallel between the technique of the
impressionists and the expressionists. \Vhereas Debussy contributed to break down the established heirarchy of the musical
tones withfn the scale by employing the whole10ne scale in which
only six equal whole tones were employed in distinction to the
seven tones of the theretofore accepted (unequalized and therefore differentiated diatonic scale-five whole tones and two half
tones), Schoenberg made the chromatic scale consisting of
twelve equal semi-tones the foundation of his musical idiom. His
theory of the row of tones or the twelve-tone technique is simply
this: each of the twelve tones of the chromatic scale must be employed once before any of them can be repeated. Here again we
can observe the tendency toward vagueness and the obliteration
of distinctions evidenced in Debussy's compositions, for the
avowed purpose of Schoenberg in adopting this method was to
create what is now called "atonality." For if equal weight is given
to each tone, none can become the foundation of a central tonali·
ty. \\'hether this has, in fact, been achieved in musical composition has been debated by Paull-tindemith in his Craft of l\.fusical
....-Il.

Composition.
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Causations, categories, generalizations, rational organization
flourish in the conscious world, the world of the intellect and actuality. Independent images and entities are the substance of the
world of meaning and dreams however unrelated by rational
'causations: ungrouped in categories, uncontrolled by generalizations-even those of morality. Vague emotional drives, nightmarish horror, morbidity, and ecstasy (associated sometimes with
images which in waking life are regarded as shameful or sinful) ,
and even abnormality take the place of the reasoned heirarchy of
values. Such was primarily the nature of the subject matter
chosen by Schoenberg for his Pierrot Lunaire and Verkliirte
Nacht, and 'his technical metltods were appropriate. I do not
mean to imply that the products of the expressionist movement
are not sometimes of a high order of art, or that they are intrinsically immoral. In some instances, in fact, they are placed at the
service of a deeply felt morality.
This is the case with the opera Wozzeck by Alban Berg. This
opera, first produced in 1925, is based upon a play by George
Buechner who died in 1836, while still in his twenties, and whose
work embodies in a very extrem~ form the .disillusionment and
fatalism and the dreary horror which followed in Germany the
Napoleonic era. It is a son of wakipg nightmare. Wozzeck is a
pitiable underdog, a private soldier, kicked around by everyone,
whose only joy is the slatternly mistre~s Mark by whom he has a
child. Even s~e is ~en from him humiliatingly by his superior,
the drum major, who physically beats him. Wozzeck in desperation murders Marie and drowns himself at night in the pond into
which he has thrown his bloody knife.
\
The shon final scene shows the child the next mom~g rocking
on a hobby horse ignorant of the double tragedy. Oilier children
play around him singing "Ringel Ringel, Rosenkranz" (Ring
around the Rosy) . Some of the children tellnim that his mother is
dead. He does not comprehend but continues riding his hobby
horse singing "Hopp, Hopp, Hopp:' As the cunain falls he rides
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off after the other children who have gone to see his mother's
dead booy. Like life, the play is not finished. The opera is animated by a bitter irony or hatred toward the powerful and burning compassion for the humble and the oppressed,
It was left to an American composer, Roger Sessions of the University of California, to attempt to probe with his music the domain of death itself. Since one cannot experience death and ordinarily live to tell the tale, death to the living is a dream. Indeed
those who have been resuscitated describe it as a dream. In his
opera. The Trial of Lucullus, Sessions employs the atonal (sometimes polytonal) idiom as the language of death. Few will deny
that harmonically at least with its bitter dissonances it is more
deathlike than anything that could have been expressed in the
musical language of any other century. The Roman general Lucullus is dead. His cortege passes down the Appian \V-ay to the
tomb. There he steps across the portals to the undenvorld where
he expects to receive the honors accorded to him on earth. Instead
he finds himself pleading his case before the infernal judges in an
attempt to save himself from the horrors of purgatory.
Now let me refer to a relatively recent opera, also by an American, which had its' first performance in 1934 and which to my
mind illustrates the almost ultimate limit to which a libretto can
go. short of nonsense syllables, in substituting words as vehicles
of meaning. This involves a paradox. for th~ average person is
inclined to say the words have no meaning' (that is to say, no
logic) . There are few. if any. articulated sentences in this opera.
The words are vehicles or symbols of pure meaning. To a musician this is not too strange, for we have contemporary musical
analogies in the simultaneous or successive use of unrelated
chords or keys and musical sentences which do not need to parse.
The opera to which I refer is Four Saints in Three Acts. the libretto by Gertrude Stein and the music by Virgil Thomson.
'In the libretto of Four Saints in Three A.cts I would be hard put
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to it to find even a single, coherent sentence. Here are the words
of the opening chorus:
.
To know to know to love her so,
Four saints prepare for saints.
I t makes well fish.
Four saints it makes well fish.
Four saints prepare for saints it
makes well fish it makes well
fish prepare for saints.
What is the explanation? Let us charitably assume that Gertrude Stein was not merely trying to put a lot of gibberish over
on the public and thereby create a sensation at any cost. Painters
are inspired nowadays to use color and fonn, and poets to use
words, as musicians use notes in an abstract way, not to convey
ideas but rather to convey emotions. Let us concede to Miss Stein
the right to try to do the same. Mr. Thomson has, in fact, explained what he and Miss Stein had in mind. He say~ "Please do
not try to construe the words of this opera literally or to seek in
it any abstruse symbolism. If by means of the poet's liberties with
logic and the composers constant use of the si~plest elements in
our musical vernacular, something here is invoked of the childlike gaiety and mystical strength of lives devoted in common to a
non-materialistic end, the authors will consider their message to
have been communicated."
Virgil Thomson thus explains the use of musical cliches which
most composers have not dared to employ for a hundred years.
Take for example the slow passage in F major in triple meter with
which the opera opens and which is sung to the words "To know
to know to love her so... .o' and which consists of the following
harmonies, one to a bar: I, V" I, V" etc. Or consider the organ
passage which follows shortly thereafter. In a period exhausted by
the search for _originality the most daring thing to do was not to
try further and more fantastic experiments but to do the most
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obvious thing. It is not alone in this work but in others, for instance, his £tudes, that Thomson has done the same thing. Judging from the favorable criticisms which the work received, he
succeeded. Taking him at his own word, it is music to which one
can relax and listen without strain, but its simplicity is often more
apparent than real. Consider for instance the melodic phrases in
I
the first chorus ending on the tonic or first degree of the scale
while the orchestra is playing a dominant triad. Or consider the
great crescendo culminating with a crash of CYmbals with which
the opera opens and which, instead of leading into an impressive
overture as one would expect, breaks at once into an incongruously simple little waltz. One can hardly keep from laughing and,
judging from Mr. Thomson's remarks quoted above, this is the
sort of thing he wants you to do. For after all laughter is pleasant
and childlike. At any rate there is here a very strange mixture of
sophisticated literary texture and music of a simplicity which few
composers have dared to put pen to since Verdi wrote his famous
aria, "La Donna e l\fobile." It took something like courage even
for Verdi to write that melody almost a hundred years ago.
Our centur)l is groping for meaning. Secretly we are searching
our souls-striving to find the meaning of life-the meaning of
man dominated though he be by organization, science, technolo.
gy, pressure groups, political parties, national sovereignties,
capital and labor. The artists' labors are a part of the search for
meaning which will prevent life from being overwhelmed by
astronomy, physics, speed, and the rest of our awful knowledge.
Actuality isall about us. Meaning is within us and we need help
to tap its unseen reservoir of power. The artist is one of those who
helps us to do this.
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